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Book Condition: New. Reprint. 168 x 107 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In his classic caper novels, Donald E. Westlake
turns the world of crime and criminals upside down. The bad get
better, the good slide a bit, and Lord help anyone caught
between a thief named John Dortmunder and the current object
of his intentions. Now Westlake s seasoned but often scoreless
crook must take on an impossible crime, one he doesn t want
and doesn t believe in. But a little blackmail goes a long way in.
WHAT S SO FUNNY? All it takes is a few underhanded moves by a
tough ex-cop named Eppick to pull Dortmunder into a game he
never wanted to play. With no choice, he musters his alwaysgame gang and they set out on a perilous treasure hunt for a
long-lost gold and jewel-studded chess set once intended as a
birthday gift for the last Romanov czar, which unfortunately
reached Russia after that party was over. From the moment
Dortmunder reaches for his first pawn, he faces insurmountable
odds. The purloined past of this precious set is destined to
confound any strategy he...
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R eviews
It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe
A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn
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